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 Background: Alcoholic liver disease (ALD) represents a major health problem worldwide, frequently 

diagnosed at advanced stages when the prognosis is severe. 

Aim: This study aimed to evaluate the prevalence of significant fibrosis in adult population with chronic 

alcohol consumption. 

Method: Using transient elastography we analyzed the patients with day hospitalization in our Institute 

between January 2022 and December 2022 who admitted harmful alcohol consumption (men ≥3 

drinks/day, women ≥2 drinks/day) without known hepatic disease. Based on uni and multivariate 

statistics, the approach correlated clinical and laboratory parameters with the level of hepatic fibrosis. 

Results: The study included 689 patients with an average age of 49,32±14,31 years, a proportion of 

66,5% represented by men (p=0.003). Establishing a cut-off at 12,1 kPa for advanced fibrosis (≥F3), we 

observed that 17,85 % could be included in this category. Using multiple equations of regression by 

stepwise method, predictors involved in the dynamic of fibrosis were identified. Empirical findings 

suggested a positive correlation between the level of GGT and advanced fibrosis ( =0,373, p=0,001). 

Moreover, a negative correlation was noticed between liver damage and platelet count ( =-0,428, 

p<0,001), albumin (           p<0,001), fibrinogen (  =-0,188, p=0,003). In order to estimate 

elastography's efficiency, we considered the level of sensitivity and specificity through ROC analysis. 

Statistical results indicated that AUROC=0,904 for a cut-off 12,1kPa. 

Conclusion: Screening using transient elastography represents an approach that could provide early 

diagnosis of advanced liver fibrosis in asymptomatic population, with possibility to prevent the evolution of 

ALD and the development of complications of cirrhosis. 

  


